REGIONAL MEMORANDUM
No. 27-3, series 2020

DISSEMINATION OF THE INVENTORY OF MULTIGRADE TEACHING AND
LEARNING RESOURCES BASED ON MELCs

To: All Schools Division Superintendents

1. Per attached memorandum from the Office of the Undersecretary for
   Curriculum and Instruction, an inventory of Multigrade teaching and learning
   resources based on the Most Essential Learning Competencies was prepared in
   support to DM-CI dated May 6, 2020.

2. In view of this, all Division Multigrade Program Coordinators are requested
   to facilitate the dissemination of the said inventory of Multigrade teaching and
   learning resources to all multigrade teachers, which can be downloaded from this
   link http://bit.ly/InventoryofMGRResources. For security purposes, teachers must
   request access to said link. The confirmation will be sent through emails.

3. For clarifications and inquiries, please contact BLD-TLDMultigrade Team at
   09491437466/09237352494/09190079485 or email at bld.tld@deped.gov.ph.

4. For information and guidance.

TOLENTINO G. AQUINO
Director III
OIC, Office of the Regional Director

Encl.: As stated
Reference: DM-CI-2020-00084
To be indicated in the Perpetual Index
under the following subjects:

MULTIGRADE
TEACHERS
LEARNING RESOURCES

CLMD/magd/RMCLMD
June 8, 2020
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MEMORANDUM
DM-CI-2020-00084

TO : THE REGIONAL DIRECTORS
Regions I, II, III, IV-CALABARZON, IV-MIMAROPA, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X, XI, XII, CARAGA, CAR, & BARM

FROM : DIOSDADO M. SAN ANTONIO
Undersecretary for Curriculum and Instruction

SUBJECT : DISSEMINATION OF THE INVENTORY OF MULTIGRADE TEACHING AND LEARNING RESOURCES BASED ON MELCs

DATE : MAY 29, 2020

In reference to DM-CI dated May 06, 2020, teachers are tasked to prepare weekly Learning Activity Sheets based on the specific contexts of their learners. In support of this pronouncement, the Multigrade Program Team prepared an inventory of Multigrade teaching and learning resources based on the Most Essential Learning Competencies (MELCs), which will serve as teacher’s guide in developing said learning activities in Multigrade schools. The inventory contains instructional materials specially developed for teaching Multigrade classes. These materials include the Multigrade Budget of Work (MG BOW), the MG Daily Lesson Plan Exemplars (MG–DLPs), and the Integrated Multigrade Lesson Plan Exemplars (IMG–LPs) in different learning areas and grade level combinations.

The MG–DLPs and IMG–LPs were designed with Learning Resources (LRs), comprising activity sheets for enrichment and reinforcement of learning as well as formative tasks with rubrics. These materials were carefully developed by competent multigrade teachers, school leaders, district supervisors, and education program supervisors in partnership with UNICEF Philippines and the Basic Education Sector Transformation (BEST) program of the Australian government.

In view of this, all Division Multigrade Program Coordinators are requested to facilitate the dissemination of the said inventory of Multigrade teaching and learning resources to all multigrade teachers, which can be downloaded from this link: http://bit.ly/InventoryofMGResources. For security purposes, teachers must request access to this link. The confirmation will be sent through their emails.

For further inquiries, please contact BLD-TLDMultigrade Team at 09491437466/0923752494/09190079485 or email at bld.tld@deped.gov.ph